Plastridbution Quality Policy

Plastridbution are committed to the highest standards of service.
The principal elements of our policy are: -

a) To develop & maintain a Quality Management System satisfying the requirements of BS EN ISO 9001:2015 which form the framework for achieving continual improvement.

b) To focus on the requirements of our clients, establishing levels of communication capable of fully determining their needs & expectations.

c) To maintain an accurate knowledge of and comply with all relevant legislation, requirements, best practice and guidelines.

d) To establish & maintain resources capable of supporting company activities & realising company objectives.

e) To identify scope for improvement in every aspect of our company’s activities, devising & implementing effective solutions.

The Plastridbution Vision

To be the preferred supplier to UK plastic processors

OTIF (On Time In Full)

The responsibility for this total commitment to quality lies with each and every one of us, as we can all make a contribution to improving our company’s performance.
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